
Dear Gerry, 	 7/8/93 
Thanks for youb 7/5 e0d the fine letter enclosed. It may take some time but it should . 

do the job. 

I was under the impression'tbat Dennis said he wants to come. Dave ;id he'was emphatic. 
But if he doesn't want to, fine. me big deal and I doN't want any one to-feel obligated or 

not do what they shpuld because of the time coming, going and here. However, Dennis is on 

the list."' 	 . 
I Jerry says ho invited you to stay with theca; Thus what I said about the Bed Horse 

may be irrelevant.But if anyone wants'to stay theref.hel&-better make his reservation.'A 

teacher wic was coming *am LaCrosse delayed until two days ago for a room tonight' and 

they went fully booked. For the convocation they'll have more demand for rooms: 

My friend my not copublish with C & G, He is and itas.beeneiray and the long silence if 

from that and from the editor being away for quite a while on jury, duty. I've heard ffom.  

him. Iffy target for the book is November. I've urged that it not be offered to C & G.but 

to another of the publishers of about that size withkihom my friend, a publishing lawyer, 

is connected. He won t be back for awe& and he'll be busy theni' 

I'm glad you are into Virginia's book. Wonderful algal, now 90. If I did not tell you, 

I got two others and can't remember for.whan. 

'In a rush, our best to you all, 



,A+0 	 tafita012k.  

04th hi A 0 • • • 

Gerald A. Ginocchio 

Dear Harold, July 5, 1993 

Enclosed is a copy of the 
letter I sent to Carroll & Graf about obtaining a 
complimentary copy of Killing the "Truth". I would 
hope to get some response before I cane up in 
August. I wonder how they will handle Livingston's book, in light of Never 'Again? I have read most of the rough chapters you sent back with me in April. 
Even as rough drafts, I believe your writing, presentation of facts, logic are all very clear, clearer than I 
found many sections of Post Marten to be (at least on the first reading). 

I have not spoken with Dennis again, but I 
believe I will be able to entice him to came down. The Red Horse Inn would be my first choice for places to stay. I will make reservations once I know Dennis's plans. 

Just the past few days I started reading Outside  the Magic Circle. I am intrigued by Studs Terkel's 
folWard, especially when he describes her appearance 
before the Eastland Committee. We could use people of that character today. Someone who appears to cane close in sane respects is James Walsh, the Iran-Contra special prosecutor. There was a long, fairly 
complimentary write-up of his life, his true blue 
Republican credentials, and his courageous insistence on the truth in the face of Republican stonewalling. I am looking forward to his final report. The article on him appeared in this past Sunday's (July 4th) NY Times. Take care. I will send whatever I get from 
Carroll & Graf along when it canes in. 
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July 3, 1993 

Carroll & Oraf Publishers, Inc. 
260 Fifth Ave. 
New York, N.T. 10001 

To whom it may concern: 
I am an AssocLate_Professor of Sociology who has 

had a longstanding interest in the JFK assassination literature dating back 
to the late6018 when I was a college student. Since taking a position at 
Wofford in 1980 I have taught several courses on the assassination, mainly 
during our Interim period in January. This coming January I am doing one 
on the assassination of Malcolm X and will be using two books published 
by Carroll & Oraf (Malcolm X: The FBI File and Malcolm X: the Assassination 
by Michael Friedly). Our bookstore will be ordering those books in Nov. '93. 
But getting back to JFK, I am thinking of doing a course next summer or 
in Jan. '94, featuring some of the new books coming out in anticipation 
of the 30th anniversary this Nov.. I am particularly interested in the 
work of Harrison Livingston and I understand you will be publishing a 
book by him entitled Killing the Truth. I would appreciate your sending me 
any promotional literature on it and/Or a complimentary copy. (I will be 
willing to pay for the book if you do not give out complimentary copies, but 
at this point I am mainly interested in sizing it up because I will also 
be considering some other titles) Your prompt attention to this matter 
would be greatly appreciated since summer is usually the time I can 
read more and prepare for future courses. 

ii144414 
Sine ely, 

. Gera!  Oinocchio 
Box #6 
Wofford College 
Spartanburg, S.C. 29303 


